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Abstract

In this paper I propose that there are unembedded disjunctions which receive a conjunctive
interpretation via recursive implicature computation. This is unexpected: Since disjunction
competes with conjunction, implicature computation will usually result in the negation of the
conjunctive alternative. I argue that certain disjunctions do not compete with a conjunctive
alternative, due to a constraint on the assertability of scalar alternatives. As a result, recursive
implicature computation can strengthen matrix or into and in these cases. I discuss the prag-
matic factors driving recursive implicature computation, as well as the scope of the proposed
assertability condition on alternatives.

1 T H E P U Z Z L E

Asserting a disjunction A or B is a good way to narrow down the possibilities for what is the case
to A and B without committing to the truth of either. The following exchange illustrates this:

(1) X: He’s in France or in Spain.
Y: You’re wrong. He’s not in France.
X: I never said he was in France!

X asserted A or B and Y tries to commit X to the truth of A – that seems wrong and X can rightly
claim that she never asserted A. As the reader can check for herself, the same result is obtained
when Y tries to commit X to the truth of B. Now compare this to the following case:

(2) X: I have to go to the gym or else I’ll get lazy again.
Y: You’re wrong. You don’t have to go to the gym.
X: #I never said I had to go!1

X asserted A or else B and Y’s attempt to commit X to the truth of A is successful, as can be
seen from the contradictory flavor of X’s denial in (2). Apparently, or else sentences commit the
speaker to the truth of the first disjunct just like conjunctions do.

1 Note that here, as in all examples involving two occurrences of a modal element, we have to make sure the interpretation
of have to stays constant across X’s and Y’s utterances. Otherwise, Y’s objection could be interpreted as targeting
X’s grounds for stating the necessity (i.e., the modal base), as in the following exchange (where have to expresses
circumstantial necessity):

(i) X: Oh no, I have to pay taxes!
Y: No you don’t. You can go to jail instead.

X states that she has to pay taxes given that going to jail is not an option, whereas Y explicitly wants to include this
possibility, which would obliterate the necessity of paying taxes (cf. Kratzer, 2012).
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What about the second disjunct, B? As we will see shortly, B is actually interpreted as a condi-
tional. If we spell this out, we see the same pattern:

(3) X: I have to go to the gym or else I’ll get lazy again
Y: You’re wrong. You won’t get lazy again (if you don’t go)
X: #I never said I would get lazy (if I don’t go)!

Asserting A or else B thus also commits X to B (understood as a conditional). The interpretation
of or else disjunctions is illustrated again by the following examples. ‘⇒ ϕ’ means that the hearer
may conclude that ϕ; this notation is intended to remain neutral as to the theoretical status of this
inference – for example, it could be part of the assertion, a presupposition, or an implicature.

(4) John must be rich or else he wouldn’t drive a Porsche

a. ⇒ John must be rich
b. ⇒ If he wasn’t rich he wouldn’t drive a Porsche

(5) I have to do the homework or else my teacher will get upset

a. ⇒ I have to do the homework
b. ⇒ If I don’t do the homework my teacher will get upset

These sentences constitute a new class of unembedded disjunctions which receive a conjunctive
interpretation; with the exception of Klinedinst and Rothschild (2012), whose proposal will be
discussed in more detail in section 4.2, no analysis has been offered in previous literature.2 Before
delving into the details, it will be useful to give a schematic characterization of the construction
in question. These sentences have the form in (6-a) and the interpretation in (6-b):

(6) a. A or (else) WOLL β3

b. A & if not A’, WOLL β

The construction poses two puzzles: How to account for the conditional interpretation of the sec-
ond disjunct on the one hand, and how to derive the conjunctive interpretation of the disjunction
as a whole on the other hand. My guiding hypothesis is that both properties are to be analyzed
independently, and my proposal consequently consists of two independent ingredients.

1.1 Preview

Before presenting the details of my analysis, I will provide a quick preview of the core idea.
I claim that or else disjunctions are standard disjunctions: Their basic semantic meaning can be
defined in terms of Boolean ∨. As is well known, this basic semantic meaning can be strengthened
by scalar implicatures. Generally speaking, scalar implicature is the result of adding to the basic
meaning of a sentenceW the negation of an alternative S which could have been asserted instead

2 In an unpublished manuscript, Dever (2009) also mentions or else sentences, though his theoretical interest is in
dynamic semantics and embedded epistemic modals. He does not attempt to offer a solution to the conjunctive inter-
pretation of these disjunctions.

3 I follow Abusch (1985) in using WOLL as a cover term for the morphological variants will and would. In non-future
uses like in conditionals, WOLL is interpreted as a universal modal operator, as shown below.
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and expresses a stronger, equally relevant proposition. In the case of disjunction, the relevant
alternative is of course the corresponding conjunction.4

The process is illustrated below:

(7) Standard Disjunction: A or B

a. Basic meaning: A ∨ B
b. Competitor: {A and B}
c. Strengthened meaning: A ∨ B & ¬(A ∧ B)

Different views exist as to the precise mechanism by which this strengthening is achieved — it
may be a pragmatic process, as in (Neo-)Gricean theories, or due to a covert, only-like syntactic
operator, as in grammatical theories of scalar implicature (e.g. Grice, 1975; Horn, 1972, 1984;
Levinson, 2000; Chierchia, 2004, 2006; Fox, 2007).
But there are disjunctions which seem to undergo a radically different kind of strengthening than
that in (7); these are Free Choice disjunctions as in (8):

(8) You may have ice-cream or cake

a. Basic meaning: ◇(A ∨ B) ≡◇A ∨◇B
b. Strengthened meaning: ◇A ∧◇B

Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002)’s seminal insight was that the Free Choice effect in (8) can be
derived if the strengthening mechanism can also lead to the negation of higher-order competitors,
i.e., competitors which have already been strengthened themselves. This is illustrated below:

(9) Competitors of (8): {You may have ice-cream, you may have cake}
Strengthened meaning: You may have ice-cream but not cake, you may have cake but not
ice-cream

Formally:

(10) Higher-order competitors of (8): {◇A ∧¬◇ B, ◇B ∧¬◇ A}

Negating these higher-order competitors (i.e., the strengthened rather than the basic meaning of
the competitors) yields the quasi-conjunctive interpretation of (8):5

(11) You may have ice-cream or cake

a. Basic meaning: ◇(A ∨ B)
b. Higher-order strengthening: ◇(A ∨ B) & ¬(◇A ∧¬◇ B) & ¬(◇B ∧¬◇ A)

≡◇A ∧◇B

Could this insight be used to account for the conjunctive interpretation of sentences like (12)?

4 For the sake of simplicity I leave out the single disjuncts here, though these are of course part of the full set of
competitors (cf. Sauerland, 2004; Katzir, 2007). This simplification has no consequences here, as the single disjuncts
could not both be consistently negated, and negating just one disjunct would lead to problems discussed under (12)
below and will therefore not be allowed under any theory of implicature either.

5 I use the term quasi-conjunctive because, while the Free Choice meaning is a conjunction of modal claims (◇A∧◇B),
there is still one conjunctive competitor whose basic meaning may be excluded even under the Free Choice reading,
viz., ◇(A ∧ B). Thus, while the Free Choice reading entails that both A and B are allowed by themselves, it may also
entail that not both are possible at the same time (cf. Fox, 2007 and Chemla, 2009a for critical discussion).
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(12) [John must be rich]A or [he wouldn’t drive a Porsche]B

Meaning: A ∧ B

And if (12) can indeed be derived by the same mechanism as Free Choice, wouldn’t this predict
that any disjunction can receive a conjunctive meaning?
As it turns out, this undesirable outcome is avoided because of competition: As we saw in (7),
a disjunction competes with its conjunctive alternative, usually resulting in the negation of this
conjunction to be added to the basic meaning. Generally, it should not be possible to strengthen
the meaning of ϕ if the result is equivalent to the meaning of one of ϕ’s competitors. In the frame-
work of Fox (2007), to which we will turn in more detail below, this is achieved by only allowing
for higher-order strengthening after basic strengthening as in (7).6 For standard disjunction, this
means that the negation of the conjunction will be added before any higher-order strengthening
can take place. Re-introducing the conjunctive meaning through subsequent higher-order strength-
ening à la Kratzer & Shimoyama is thus ruled out by a simple consistency constraint.
But what happens if there is no conjunctive competitor?

(13) A or* B (=A ∨ B)

a. Basic competitors: {}7

b. Basic strengthening: none
c. Higher-order competitors: {A ∧¬B, A ∧¬A}

Indeed, because no conjunction is excluded with the basic strengthening, the higher-order com-
petitors can be excluded, resulting in a truly conjunctive interpretation:

(14) Higher-order strengthening of [A or* B]
A ∨ B & ¬(A ∧¬B) & ¬(B ∧¬A)
≡ A ∧ B

Thus, with a mechanism like Kratzer & Shimoyama’s higher-order strengthening (and its formal
implementation in Fox, 2007), conjunctive interpretations of disjunctions as shown in (14) turn
out to be a generalization of the standard Free Choice effect — provided the conjunctive competi-
tor is missing.
As these remarks indicate, the availability of a truly conjunctive meaning of (unembedded) dis-
junction is not only possible, but in fact predicted under the following conditions: (i) a mechanism
of higher-order strengthening to account for Free Choice effects is available; (ii) the conjunctive
alternative is found to be missing from the competition.
I argue that or else sentences are an instance where this theoretical prediction is borne out. Re-
cently, others have presented independent empirical evidence pointing into the same direction.
Based on novel experimental data, Singh et al. (2013) argue that a classic finding from Paris
(1973) about children’s seeming lack of exclusive interpretations of disjunction falls into this cat-
egory, and constitutes in fact a truly conjunctive interpretation. Singh et al. argue that this finding
is to be analyzed as shown in (13)-(14) above, i.e., as a higher-order strengthening with a missing
conjunctive competitor. Likewise, Bowler (2014) argues in favor of the same analysis for Warlpiri,
which is missing a conjunctive connective altogether. Again, the empirical findings bear out the

6 Of course, this presupposes a solution to the Symmetry problem (Kroch, 1972; Heim and von Fintel, 1999), which
consists precisely in the aforementioned strengthening of ϕ into the meaning of one of ϕ’s competitors.

7 As stated in fn. 4, the simplification of leaving out the single disjuncts doesn’t affect the basic result, as the negation
of A (and that of B) could not be added to the basic meaning A ∨ B in any framework.
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theoretical prediction pointed out above: In Warlpiri, just like in a certain aquisitional stage of
English, disjunctions can be strengthened into conjunctions due to the absence of a conjunctive
competitor and the availability of a higher-order strengthening mechanism. In a similar vein,
Bar-Lev and Margulis (2014) suggest analyzing the availability of both existential and universal
readings of the Hebrew quantifier kol in a parallel fashion, on the basis of just one (existential)
meaning, a missing universal alternative, and a higher-order strengthening mechanism.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: I will start with the conditional interpretation
of the second disjunct, which I analyze as propositional anaphora within a static, conservative
semantics for conditionals and modals. This is done in section 2. The theoretical core of the
paper consists in the analysis of the conjunctive interpretation of or else disjunctions outlined
above. This analysis is presented in section 3. Since the two parts are somewhat independent,
they can be read in any order; the interim summary provided in section 2.2 reviews the results
which are presupposed in section 3.

2 P RO P O S I T I O NA L A NA P H O R A I N D I S J U N C T I O N

We saw above that the second disjunct of or else disjunctions is interpreted relative to the negation
of (some part of) the first disjunct; in other words, its interpretation is that of a conditional:

(15) A or [else β]B

B = if not A’, β

A’ = A or a proposition-denoting sub-part thereof

Intuitively, this interpretative effect should be linked to else, which seems to be an anaphoric
element similar to otherwise. But this hypothesis faces a prima facie objection. As illustrated
below, else is not in fact obligatory in or else sentences, while the conditional interpretation
remains:

(16) a. John must be rich or else he wouldn’t own a Porsche
b. John must be rich or he wouldn’t own a Porsche

An alternative view then is to take (16) at face value and assume that else is empty. Under this view,
the anaphoric properties of or else disjunctions would be attributed to the disjunctive connective
itself.
Indeed it seems like this anaphoric effect observed in or else sentences is familiar from the pre-
supposition projection behavior of disjunction: As is well known, the context against which pre-
suppositions of the second disjunct are evaluated is given by the negation of the first disjunct
(Karttunen, 1974; Chierchia, 1995; Beaver, 2001; Heim, 1983):

(17) Either France doesn’t have a king or the king of France is in hiding

By itself, the second disjunct presupposes France has a king. The disjunction as a whole, however,
does not inherit this presupposition. We observe that it is entailed by the negation of the first
disjunct: It’s not the case that France doesn’t have a king, i.e, France has a king.
The following example illustrates that in or else sentences, too, the second disjunct can be inter-
preted relative to the negation of the full first disjunct:

(18) a. I had to get up early or else I would have asked him to stay
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b. If I didn’t have to get up early I would have asked him to stay

It seems plausible therefore to think that both effects should be traced back to a common source,
which would have to be the disjunction itself. As a consequence, else in (18) and other or else
sentences would have to be claimed to be semantically empty.8

In essence, this is the idea that Klinedinst & Rothschild (2012) pursue. They claim that both the
conditional interpretation seen in (18) and the presupposition projection behavior in (17) is due to
what they formalize as the ‘dynamic effect’ of disjunction (see section 4.2 for details).
I would like to offer an alternative perspective on (18) and argue instead that the initial intuition
was on the right track: It is the element else — or a covert version of it as in (16-b) — which brings
about the conditional interpretation. Under this hypothesis, the anaphoric behavior characteristic
of or else sentences is separated from the presupposition projection behavior seen in (17). There
are several arguments in favor of this view. First, the claim that else is empty is itself unsatisfying,
even more so as its presence seems to correlate with a predictable semantic effect, as we will see
shortly. Second, the correlation between the conditional interpretation in or else sentences and the
presupposition projection behavior of disjunction is not very strong. In contrast to presupposition
projection, or else sentences exhibit considerable flexibility with respect to which part of the first
disjunct enters the interpretation of the second disjunct:

(19) a. Pronouns1 must t1 be generated with an index or else they will be uninterpretable9

b. If pronouns are not generated with an index, they will be uninterpretable

(20) a. We1 are not allowed t1 to go or else we risk an incident
b. If we go, we risk an incident

(21) a. I’m afraid John1 could t1 have missed the bus or else he would be here by now
b. If John hadn’t missed the bus he would be here by now

By contrast, the presuppositions of B in a standard disjunction A or B cannot be satisfied by a
subpart of A:

(22) Either they didn’t remind John to bring his ID or Bill regretted that he didn’t (bring it)
presupposes: John didn’t bring his ID

Secondly, Webber et al. (2003) provide independent evidence that not all anaphoric properties
of disjunction should be incorporated into the semantics of or.10 Their data show that the possi-
bilities as to which part of the first disjunct can serve to restrict the interpretation of the second
disjunct are partly determined by whether or not else is present:

(23) If [the light is red]k, [stop]j, or{j,∗k} go straight on
≠ Go straight on if the light is not red
= Go straight on if you don’t stop

The option which is excluded in (23) becomes possible once else is present:

(24) If [the light is red]k, [stop]j, or else{j,k} go straight on

8 This alternative view was also suggested to me by an anonymous reviewer.
9 Seen in Heim & Kratzer (1998)

10 I thank Kai von Fintel for bringing this paper to my attention.
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a. = Go straight on if the light is not read
b. = Go straight on if you don’t stop

Thus, adding else widens the anaphoric options, supporting the claim that the element has a
semantic effect akin to propositional anaphora.
An unrelated observation from Schwager (2005) makes the same point: The presence of else
in standard disjunctions correlates with an interpretative effect which she called the ‘oder sonst
(or else) effect’, focusing on German data. But the same is true for English; speakers agree that
(25-a) differs from (25-b) in subtle but telling respects (as discussed in section 4.1, not all speakers
accept (25-a)):

(25) a. ?? You should get the poisson du jour or else the schnitzel
b. You should get the poisson du jour or the schnitzel

While the recommendation in (25-a) conveys that the schnitzel is the second-best option, the one
in (25-b) suggests no such thing.
Another important argument against the hypothesis that the disjunction itself, rather than else, is
the source of the conditional interpretation comes from cross-linguistic observations. In a number
of unrelated languages, (the equivalent of) or else sentences have a structure as in (26), i.e., they
juxtapose the two clauses but feature an obligatory else-element.

(26) Ja
I

ne
not

bogat,
rich

inache
else

u
by

menja
me.DAT

byl
was

by
SUBJ

bolshoj
big

dom
house

(Russian)

‘I’m not rich, or else I would have a big house’

(27) #Ja
I

ne
not

bogat,
rich

ili
or

u
by

menja
me.DAT

byl
was

by
SUBJ

bolshoj
big

dom
house

(28) #Ja
I

ne
not

bogat,
rich

ili
or

inache
else

u
by

menja
me.DAT

byl
was

by
SUBJ

bolshoj
big

dom
house

As (27) illustrates, the else element is obligatory in these languages, and the English option of
combining it with the disjunctive connective is likewise infelicitous, as exemplified in (28).11

French, Italian, and Spanish exhibit a similar pattern in that the else-element can be used in
juxtaposition, but the disjunction cannot be used alone.12 In contrast to Russian, however, it is
possible for some speakers to combine the two elements, as shown in (30):

(29) Luca
Luca

deve
must

essere
be

ricco,
rich,

altrimenti/senno
else

non
not

avrebbe
have.3SG.SUBJ

una
a

Porsche
Porsche

(Italian)

‘Luca must be rich, or else he wouldn’t own a Porsche’

(30) ?Luca
Luca

deve
must

essere
be

ricco,
rich,

o
or

altrimenti/senno
else

non
not

avrebbe
have.3SG.SUBJ

una
a

Porsche
Porsche

(31) #Luca
Luca

deve
must

essere
be

ricco,
rich,

o
or

non
not

avrebbe
have.3SG.SUBJ

una
a

Porsche
Porsche

11 As far as I have checked, the languages in question also include Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Arabic, Hebrew, Korean,
Vietnamese, Modern Greek, Swedish, and German.

12 K&R mention the French datum corresponding to (29), but do not present the full paradigm below.
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An account which associates the conditional interpretation with the disjunctive connective will
face difficulties in view of these data.
What I propose then is to analyze else as an anaphoric pro-form, assimilating it to what appear to
be propositional anaphors in Russian (inache) or Italian (altrimenti).13 In view of its optionality,
I furthermore assume that a covert variant proelse exists in English (but, as the contrast between
(30) and (31) illustrates, not in Italian.) As such, else (including its covert variant) is semantically
complex: It takes a proposition-denoting antecedent and subtracts this antecedent proposition
from a set of worlds, namely, the set of worlds that the modal in the second disjunct quantifies
over. This is illustrated in the following LF-structure:

(32)
A

or B

woll
R elsek

proelsek

β

The second disjunct B now closely resembles a conditional under the standard restrictor-analysis
(e.g. Lewis, 1975; Heim, 1982; Kratzer, 1981). According to this analysis, a conditional if ψ, ϕ

is true iff ϕ is true in all R-accessible worlds in which ψ is true, with R being the contextually
given accessibility function.
I assume that counterfactual conditionals can be assigned the same basic semantics involving
an accessibility relation R, and that their pecularities vis-à-vis indicative conditionals are to be
accounted for in pragmatic terms (cf. Warmbrōd, 1981; von Fintel, 2001).
Thus, else subtracts its antecedent proposition from the set of worlds R(w):

(33) JR elsekKg,w = R(w)− g(k)

13 A reviewer suggests that despite these arguments in favor of a compositional analysis of or else sentences pursued here,
the limited distribution of English else should be taken as evidence for their idiomatic character:

(i) a. We have to go. ??Else they’ll kick us out
b. #We have to go, because else they’ll kick us out

These examples can be rendered felicitous by using otherwise, an element to which my analysis of else carries over
(modulo their syntactic differences; cf. Webber et al., 2003). I don’t know why else, despite its apparent semantic
equivalence, differs syntactically from otherwise. It seems however that this is a recent development of English; free-
standing else still tends to be judged as archaic rather than ungrammatical; for instance, it is used repeatedly in George
Elliot’s Silas Marner (1861): ‘It was quite plain he had no real love for her, else he would not let people have that to
say of him which they did say’. Despite this puzzle, which I cannot solve, I maintain that there are good arguments in
favor of a compositional analysis, spelled out above: (i) it extends to the cross-linguistic data presented above without
further ado, (ii) it accounts for the observed else-effect (see (25-a) and (128-a) in section 4.1), (iii) it straightforwardly
explains the availability of truly disjunctive interpretations of certain or else disjunctions (as in the aforementioned
(25-a), (128-a) and (129), and (iii) it maintains uniformity with its DP-uses shown in (35).
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The set of worlds R(w) − g(k) can then serve as the restrictor of WOLL just as standard an-
tecedents. Under the proposed analysis, then, else is assimilated to if-clauses in providing a
restrictor for a modal operator.

(34) J[will [R elsek] B]Kg,w ↔
R(w)− g(k) ⊆ JBK
B is true in all R-accessible worlds where not g(k)

This analysis of else as an anaphoric subtractive pro-form allows for the observed flexibility of
the construction, and can easily be extended to other, related constructions in which it appears
to make the same contribution. Relevant cases include the examples seen in (19) - (31) above or
the so-called Imperative or Declarative (IorD) construction (see Schwager, 2005; von Fintel and
Iatridou, 2009).14

In addition, the analysis preserves uniformity with uses of else in quantificational DPs, where it
is also analyzed as a subtractive pro-form (Culicover and Jackendoff, 1995, see)

(35) Mark1 had the idea but someone else1 got the credit
there is an x in the set D − {mark} s.t. x got the credit

Different anaphors exhibit different restrictions on which antecedents they can refer back to. I
have claimed that or else sentences contain an anaphoric element; in what follows, I will give a
characterization of the restrictions which govern else-anaphora.
Before doing so, however, I would like to discuss the assumption of covert proelse in some more
detail. As the pair from (16) above showed, overt else is not obligatory:

(36) a. John must be rich or else he wouldn’t own a Porsche
b. John must be rich or he wouldn’t own a Porsche

The variation in (36) closely resembles the case of quantifier domain restriction in that the addi-
tional restrictor can, but does not have to be overt:

(37) a. All busses stop on Broadway
b. All busses in Springfield stop on Broadway

Just as in (36), the versions with and without (additional) overt restrictors are perceived as equiva-
lent in the same context, e.g., at a bus stop in Springfield. Assuming that (37-a) is in fact covertly
restricted as shown in (38) straightforwardly explains this equivalence, as it makes the two sen-
tences contextually equivalent (see von Fintel, 1994).

(38) AllC busses stop on Broadway
∀x ∶ x ∈ C ∧ x is a bus→ x stops on Broadway
C = {x ∣ x is in Springfield}

If no covert restriction were assumed, the obvious question would be why (37-a) is not rejected as
false because the number 1 bus to Dudley Station doesn’t stop on Broadway. Since by assumption
there is no additional covert restrictor, (37-a) would be semantically false, and our intuition that
it is nevertheless true when uttered in Springfield would have to be accounted for in terms of

14 Note that an extension to these IorD constructions presupposes that imperatives can provide a propositional antecedent;
cf. Schwager (2005) for discussion.
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some post-semantic process. This process, however, rather than strengthening the meaning in
a predictable way (as in the case of scalar implicature) would actually consist in ignoring, as it
were, the semantic denotation of (37-a) (e.g., Bach, 1994; cf. von Fintel, 1994; Stanley and Szabó,
2000 for a critique of the pragmatic approach). In sum, the variation between (37-a) and (37-b)
and contextual restrictions on quantifier domains has been successfully accounted for by covert
restrictors as in (38). As Stanley and Szabó’s and von Fintel’s criticism shows, rejecting covert
restriction as in (38) will not result in a more economical theory per se, but simply relocates the
problem to the pragmatics.15

My proposal for (36-a) vs. (36-b) is somewhat parallel to this analysis of (37-a) vs. (37-b), in that
it assumes (36-a) and (36-b) to both contain a restrictor for the modal would in the second disjunct.
That the modal is restricted can be read off its meaning; the theoretical options for explaining this
equivalence are the same as in the case of quantifier domain restriction. Unless a covert restrictor
is assumed, re-interpreting the second disjunct from John doesn’t own a Porsche in all accessible
words into John doesn’t own a Porsche in all accessible worlds in which he is not rich will have
to be explained in terms of some other pragmatic process or effects of disjunction itself, which I
have rejected on the grounds discussed in the previous section.
Importantly, however, the availability of a covert else-like element proelse is consistent with two
hypotheses concerning the contribution of overt else: Either it really is just an overt version of
the same element, as assumed above. Alternatively, one might hypothesize that overt else is
empty and the real work is always done by the covert element. Under this alternative view, the
restrictions on anaphora considered below will have be understood as restrictions on proelse.
At this point, we can continue to assume the former working hypothesis; in section 4.1, I will
come back to the choice between these two options.

2.1 Restrictions on Else-Anaphora

Roughly speaking, an expression is anaphoric if its interpretation depends on previous context.
Within this broad category, two main types have traditionally been distinguished (cf. Hankamer
and Sag, 1976): On the one hand, expressions like do so or himself which require a syntactically
overt antecedent; on the other hand, expressions like it and one, whose referent may be provided
by both linguistic and extra-linguistic context. The crucial distinction thus concerns the nature
of the antecedent. In the first case, it is a syntactic structure, and in the second case, it is a more
abstract object like a mental representation or ‘meaning’. Within this broad dichotomy, there
is room for further sub-divisions. For example, syntactically controlled anaphora might allow
only surface-structure constituents as antecedents, or LF-constituents, or even discontinuous an-
tecedents. Another (somewhat independent) sub-division concerns possible syntactic constraints
on the availability of antecedents; for example, the antecedent may have to occur outside syntactic
islands or within a certain local domain.
It is worth mentioning that being subject to syntactic constraints is not a sufficient condition for
syntactic (rather than pragmatic) anaphora. This can be seen in cases in which the antecedent
has not been provided by extra-linguistic context and needs to be retrieved from given linguistic

15 There is a risk of terminological confusion when drawing the distinction between pragmatic and semantic theories
here. The above statement implies that a theory involving syntactic, covert variables is not pragmatic; however, this is
not to say that the process by which these variables are assigned their values cannot be (partly or fully) determined by
context. In this sense, only a strict syntactic theory according to which the additional restrictors are subject to syntactic
ellipsis is entirely non-pragmatic (see Stanley and Szabó, 2000).
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material. Examples are anaphoric islands (Postal, 1969; Ward et al., 1991) or restrictions on
anaphoric pronouns in modal subordination contexts (Roberts, 1989):

(39) If John bought a book1, he will be home reading it by now.

a. #It1 is a murder mystery
b. It1 will be a murder mystery

Behind this background, we can ask into which of the two main categories else-anaphora falls
and what, if any, the syntactic and semantic constraints on its anaphoric options are. Based on the
data we have considered so far, a good descriptive generalization seems to be that any proposition
denoting (sub-)part of the first disjunct (including the entire disjunct) can be picked up by else
(cf. (18)-(20)). This is however compatible with both hypotheses, i.e, that else is a syntactically
controlled anaphor and that else is pragmatically controlled.
Assume as a working hypothesis that the antecedent of else needs to be represented in the syntax.
The following example (repeated from (19)) illustrates that its antecedent does not have to be a
surface constituent:

(40) a. Pronouns must be generated with and index or elsek they will be uninterpretable
b. k = [pronouns must be generated with an index]

We might conclude that constituents at any level of syntactic representation are allowed; in (40),
it is the reconstructed constituent [pronouns be generated with an index]. But now consider the
following example:

(41) a. I don’t think John is at home or elsek his lights would be on
b. k = [not think John is at home]16

I’m reluctant to interpret this as new evidence for a syntactic analysis of Neg-raising. The fol-
lowing example will make it clear why. It is parallel to (41) in that the antecedent of else is
discontinuous at surface structure. It differs from (41) in that no syntactic re-analysis in terms of
Neg-raising is possible, since the predicate allowed is not a Neg-raiser to begin with:

(42) a. They are not allowed PRO to leave or elsek they will be arrested
b. k = [not allowed PRO to leave]

If our working hypothesis is correct, it seems like we have to conclude that else-anaphora allows
for discontinuous antecedents. This is illustrated again by (43):

(43) a. I1 can’t t1 leave or elsek Fido will eat the Ficus elastica
b. k = [not can I leave]

Given the interpretation of the sentence and the subtractive semantics of else, the antecedent has
to express the proposition that I don’t leave. But there is neither a surface, nor an LF constituent
corresponding to this proposition: can invariably scopes below negation at LF (Cormack and
Smith, 2002) and will therefore intervene at this level. On the other hand, the surface constituent
has the observed scopal relations between negation and the modal, but is missing the subject.

16 Recall from the last section that else is subtractive, which means that it is the negation of its antecedent which will be
used in the second disjunct. For the example in (41), the second disjunct is interpreted as If John were at home, his
lights would be on, but the antecedent of else is the negative counterpart as given in (41-b).
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In allowing for discontinuous antecedents, else anaphora would differ from most other cases of
bona fide syntactic anaphora like VP-ellipsis or gapping (cf. Chung et al., 1995). As the following
example illustrates, however, it seems like even allowing discontinuous antecedents doesn’t yield
the correct generalization:

(44) The landlord said I1 had to [t1 look for a subleaser] or elsek I would have to pay rent even
if I’m not living there

Note first that if the antecedent of else were the constituent [t1 look for a subleaser], the resulting
interpretation of the second disjunct would be this:

(45) If I don’t look for a subleaser I have to pay rent even if I’m not living there

Though there is no need to rule out this possibility, this interpretation is very unlikely given what
we know about landlords and leases. The much more salient interpretation is the one obtained
from replacing look with find in the antecedent:

(46) The landlord said I1 had to [t1 look for a subleaser]k or elsek I would have to pay rent
k = [t1 look for→find a subleaser]

Above we saw that else seems to allow for discontinuous antecedents (cf. (42)-(43)). Example
(44) illustrates that the antecedent is sometimes only partly represented in the syntax. One elegant
way to account for the data, suggested to me by an anonymous reviewer, is the following:

(47) RESTRICTIONS ON Else-ANAPHORA

Any salient syntactic tree can serve as antecedent for else

According to this proposal, the notion of salient LF is derived by a similar algorithm as that
underlying the derivation of formal alternatives in implicature computation, which goes back to
Katzir (2007):

(48) SALIENT TREE

If ϕ can be derived from a given constituent ψ by deletion or lexical replacement of
terminal nodes, then ϕ is salient

As can easily be checked, this accounts for all cases considered so far while allowing us to main-
tain the hypothesis that else falls within the broad category of syntactic anaphora.
Though beyond the scope of this paper, an obvious line of investigation would be to check whether
the notion of salient trees as given in (48) will turn out to be useful for other cases of anaphora.
Consider now examples which seem to be lacking a salient syntactic antecedent in the sense of
(48). As expected, the corresponding sentences are degraded (in b. I give a rough estimation of
what the antecedent has to be under that pragmatically plausible interpretation):

(49) a. ?? Thanks for the review or elsek I would have spent a lot more money
b. k = you wrote the review

(50) a. ?? It’s all thanks to his courage or elsek we would not have survived
b. k = he had courage

12



Neither deletion nor replacement of given material yields an antecedent with the intuitive meaning
given in b. This would straightforwardly account for why (49)-(50) might be ruled out.17 On the
other hand, insofar as these sentences are acceptable, they could be analyzed in terms of ellipsis,
as shown below:

(51) Thanks for [VP PRO writing the review]k or elsek . . .

If antecedents including elided material are possible in else-anaphora, and if (51) is a tenable
analysis, (49)-(50) would be predicted to be grammatical. As the following example illustrates,
the antecedents for else may indeed include elided material:

(52) a. I don’t own a Porsche, but John probably does [tj own a Porsche], or elsek he
wouldn’t be so angry about the new speed limits

b. k = [tj own a Porsche]

While the data considered so far are consistent with the hypothesis in (47), it falls short of ruling
out the alternative hypothesis according to which else-anaphora is in fact pragmatic. Testing this
would involve examples in which possible antecedents are not provided by syntactic material at
all. A possible case is (53):

(53) [Context: We see a guy standing on a 5m dive board]

a. He will/would be so proud of himself
b. That is going to hurt
c. I wonder if he can do it
d. # Else he will feel like a loser

But there is a confound here: Else may have to co-occur with disjunction.18 There seems to be
some variation among speakers with respect to this, reflecting what might be a diachronic change
in the use of English else. Most speakers however agree that overt else can be used outside of
disjunction, as in the following example:

(54) Shops close at 8 so we should go buy groceries now. . . . Else we have to go to Pizza Point

However, (53-d) may still be ruled out by an independent syntactic constraint on else; it does not
conclusively show that else cannot be a pragmatic anaphor after all.
In this relation, note that DP-else does allow for non-linguistic antecedents (example from Culi-
cover and Jackendoff, 1995):

(55) [John enters the room:] Oy, can’t you find someone elsej?

17 A somewhat different explanation for (49) and (50) might be that the first disjuncts are not big enough to be coordinated
by disjunction. But disjunction is known to tolerate disjuncts which are not or at least don’t look like full IPs, cf.
Another drink or I’m leaving (based on Culicover and Jackendoff, 1997).

18 Roni Katzir (p.c.) notes that even when this factor is controlled for, else cannot be used to refer to non-linguistic
antecedents:

(i) [Context: We see a guy standing on a 5m dive board]
He is a good diver, or else he will feel like a loser

As Katzir notes, else cannot refer to he jumps here, which would amount to the second disjunct meaning If he doesn’t
jump he will feel like a loser. Still, the potential preference for else to co-occur with disjunction is met.
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On theoretical grounds, one might have expected propositional and individual else to be of the
same category. From such a perspective, the need for a syntactic antecedent (as defined in (47),
(48)) could be argued to arise because of the semantics of propositional else, rather than being due
to the fact that else falls under the category of syntactic anaphora: Because it picks up propositions,
its antecedents are ipso facto less salient and thus harder to identify than individuals or objects, to
which we can point. If this objection is on the right track, we should expect other propositional
anaphors to be subject to the same constraints, i.e., to exhibit a visible need for syntactic material
in order to facilitate anaphora resolution. Reference to contextually-given situations is possible
with in that case and that; interestingly, the propositional anaphor then patterns with else in
example (53), though it allows for the extra-linguistic anaphor in (57):

(56) a. [Context: Mary starts playing with her phone while I’m talking to her]
In that casek I will tell my story to the bartender

b. k = Mary is playing with her phone

(57) a. [Context: The waiter brings John a beer]
I’ll have one too thenk

b. k = John gets a beer

However:

(58) [Context: We see a guy standing on a 5m dive board]
#(Then/in that case) he will be so proud of himself (then/in that case)

As this illustrates, the discussion above only scratches the surface of the more general phe-
nomenon of propositional anaphora. As far as else in particular is concerned, however, a clear
working hypothesis consistent with all data was formulated in (47): It is a syntactic anaphor
whose antecedent has to be a salient syntactic structure as defined in (48).

2.2 Interim Summary

Analyzing else as an anaphoric element derives the conditional interpretation of the second dis-
junct in a principled way while preserving uniformity with uses of else in quantificational DPs,
where it is also used as a subtractive pro-form. Whereas this solves the puzzle of the conditional
interpretation of the second disjunction, the question remains how or else sentences get to be in-
terpreted conjunctively. Together with the null hypothesis that or denotes logical disjunction, the
proposal so far predicts incorrect truth conditions:
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(59)

A

John1 must [t1 be rich]k
or B

would
R elsek

proelsek

β

he not own a Porsche

(60) J(59) K = A ∨ B

As the structure in (59) makes clear, the anaphor else (overt or covert) is contained in the second
disjunct B. To refer to LFs of or else disjunctions like (59), I will use the abbreviation [A orelse B]
in what follows — regardless of whether or not they contain else or proelse. When this difference
becomes important, I will make this explicit by using the abbreviations B[else] vs. B[proelse].
In what follows I will show how the conjunctive interpretation of (59) can be derived as an impli-
cature, in parallel to (quasi-)conjunctive interpretations of Free Choice sentences, as outlined in
the beginning of the paper (see section 1.1).

3 D I S J U N C T I O N A N D M I S S I N G A LT E R NAT I V E S

This section is structured as follows. First, I will introduce the theoretical framework which the
current proposal is framed in, which will be a grammatical theory of scalar implicature.19 I will
then show that under a specific assumption about alternatives, the conjunctive interpretation of or
else sentences can be derived as a scalar implicature, preserving the standard Boolean semantics
for or. Finally, in section 3.3, I will discuss the problem of missing alternatives in some more
detail.

3.1 Theoretical Framework

As previewed in section 1.1, scalar implicatures are the result of adding to the basic meaning
of a sentence W the negation of a stronger, but equally relevant alternative S. This was shown
schematically in (7) above and is illustrated for an exemplary standard disjunction below:

(61) They have wine or beer
↝ They don’t have wine and beer

The starting observation for Fox (2007)’s grammatical theory of scalar implicature is the intuition
that this process can be mimicked by a paraphrase including only: Assertion of a sentence ϕ[ν]

19 Whether a pragmatic mechanism for deriving implicatures can or should account for Free Choice inferences is a matter
of current debate (cf. e.g.Alonso-Ovalle, 2006; Aloni, 2007; Chemla, 2009b; Geurts, 2010). Meanwhile, Fox (2007)
showed conclusively that a grammatical mechanism for scalar implicature can deal with Free Choice inferences, which
is why I adopt Fox’s framework here. I anticipate that my results could be replicated in alternative frameworks for Free
Choice (e.g. Chemla, 2009a; Franke, 2011).
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containing a scalar item ν normally licenses the inference that Only ϕ[νF] (ν carrying a focus-
marker F), as shown in (62):

(62) They have wine or beer
They only have wine orF beer
⊧ They don’t have wine and beer

To formally implement this, Fox builds on proposals by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984); Krifka
(1995); van Rooy (2002) and Chierchia (2004, 2006) in defining a covert exhaustivity operator exh
which can be adjoined to any proposition-denoting node ϕ and which has the following semantics:

(63) Jexh ϕ Kw = ϕ & ∀α ∈ IE(ϕ,ALTϕ) ∶ ¬α

As this definition shows, exh does not negate or ‘exclude’ all of ϕ’s alternativesALTϕ, but only a
certain subset IE of innocently excludable alternatives. An alternative α is innocently excludable
if it would be part of all subsets of ALT which constitute maximal consistent exclusions given ϕ.
Formally:

(64) IE(ϕ,ALTϕ) = ⋂{A′ ∣ A′ ⊆ ALTϕ & A′ is the maximal set {α1, α2, . . . αn} s.t. ¬α1 ∧
¬α2 ∧ . . . ∧¬αn ∧ ϕ is consistent}

To see which alternatives of a disjunction A or B are innocently excludable, first we need to know
what the alternatives ALTA or B are. I assume, uncontroversially, that these are the Sauerland-
alternatives in (65) (Sauerland, 2004; cf. Katzir, 2007 for a generalization of Sauerland’s algo-
rithm):

(65) ALT(A or B) = {(A or B), A, B, (A and B)}

The subsets of ALTA or B which constitute maximal consistent exclusions according to Fox’s
definition in (64) are given below:

(66) A1 = {A, (A and B)}
A2 = {B, (A and B)}

Since only the conjunction is a member of both A1 and A2, it is the only innocently excludable
alternative according to the definition in (64). We have just derived the familiar exclusiveness
implicature of disjunction by means of a covert operator, i.e., as a grammatical scalar implicature:

(67) Jexh [A or B]K = A ∨ B ∧ ¬(A ∧ B)

As is obvious from (64), which alternatives can be innocently excluded will depend both on the
particular composition of ALTϕ and on the meaning of ϕ. To appreciate the importance of ALTϕ,
consider the imaginary case of pseudo-disjunction oR. oR has the same semantics as standard
disjunction (to wit, Boolean ∨), but a slightly different set of formal alternatives:

(68) ALT(A oR B) = {(A or B), A}

Adding the negation of A to A oR B is now completely innocent according to the definition of IE
in (64), so that the exhaustified meaning of oR will be the following:
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(69) Jexh [A oR B] K = (A ∨ B) & ¬A = B (sic!)

Obviously, a small change inALTϕ can have a dramatic effect on the semantics of exh ϕ. Below I
will argue that contrary to what this dramatic example might suggest, there are contexts in which
grammar itself interferes with the make-up of ALTϕ. As a consequence, exhaustifying ϕ can
result in different meanings, depending on what ALTϕ looks like in the given context.
Before moving on, some abbreviating notation. We saw that IE is defined relative to ϕ and a
set of formal alternatives ALTϕ. Instead of listing both these parameters (as in the definition
in (64)), I will simply write IEϕ, and I will write ALTor instead of ALTA or B, and ALTor else
for the alternatives of a or else disjunction. Lastly, I will not include ϕ in ALTϕ as non-distinct
alternatives can never be innocently excluded.

3.2 Deriving the Conjunctive Meaning

Above we reviewed two basic points: First, a disjunction competes with its conjunctive alternative;
second, the conjunctive alternative can be innocently excluded by exh, resulting in the exclusive
reading of A or B. The first thing to note about or else sentences in this relation is that their
conjunctive alternative is infelicitous:

(70) # John must be rich and else he wouldn’t own a Porsche

The oddness persists even when there is no overt else:

(71) # John must be rich and he wouldn’t own a Porsche
(Intended: . . . and if he wasn’t rich he wouldn’t own a Porsche )

This last point is important because, as we have seen in section 2, else may be covert. In sum,
then, the observation is that or else sentences – including versions without else – don’t have a
conjunctive alternative that could be asserted felicitously.
Let us now look at the potential consequences of this observation. If the set of alternatives used
to derive scalar implicatures is restricted to well-formed sentences, thenALTor else will indeed be
missing the conjunctive alternative:

(72) ALTor else = {A, B}

As previewed schematically in section 1.1, I argue that the restricted alternative set (72) lies at
the heart of the conjunctive interpretation of or else disjunctions. But a possible objection should
be addressed. While (70) and (71) show that the conjunctive alternative is not well formed, the
second disjunct may be infelicitous when asserted in isolation, too:20

(73) #Else he wouldn’t own a Porsche

Thus, by the same logic that lead us to hypothesize the set in (72), the alternatives for A or else B
should in fact be even more restricted:

(74) ALT∗
or else = {A}

20 As was noted in section 2.1, the status of (73) varies among speakers. The following considerations are needed to
account for the majority of speakers who reject (73).
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As we saw in the beginning of this section, exhaustifying a disjunction with this alternative set
would yield a surprising result:

(75) JexhALT∗ [A orelse B]K = B

This cannot be correct since as we saw in the beginning of the paper, or else sentences imply both
of their disjuncts.21

Recall from section 2 that else is not obligatory; rather, (76-b) contains a silent restrictor proelse
which accounts for the equivalence of (76) and (76-b):

(76) a. John must be rich or else he wouldn’t own a Porsche
b. John must be rich or proelse he wouldn’t own a Porsche

But if there is a covert and an overt version of else, and if one can be substituted for the other, we
can derive at least the following alternatives (where B[else] indicates that B contains overt else):

(77) ALTor else = {A, # B[else], B[proelse], # [A and B[else]], # [A and B[proelse]]}

Overt and covert else obviously have the same semantics, so that Jψ[proelse]K = Jψ[else]K (as long
as the antecedent of else stays constant; see discussion of (111) below). Consequently, given
the contradiction-free semantics of exh, an overt version will never implicate the negation of
the covert version or vice versa. The inclusion of the additional alternatives is thus semantically
vacuous; its significance lies in the addition of well-formed, semantically equivalent alternatives:

(78) a. #Else he wouldn’t own a Porsche
b. He wouldn’t own a Porsche

Importantly, however, the conjunctive alternative – resulting from substitution of or with and –
will not profit from the existence of covert else, as it remains infelicitous:22

(79) a. #John must be rich and else he wouldn’t own a Porsche
b. #John must be rich and he wouldn’t own a Porsche

Thus, discarding the infelicitous alternatives in (77) leaves us with the following set:

(80) ALTor else = {A, B[proelse]}

We can now formally derive the result foreshadowed in section 1.1, namely, that a disjunction
which does not have a conjunctive competitor might undergo second-order strengthening that
results in a conjunctive interpretation (see (13)-(14) above). First, note that the restricted set

21 Furthermore, the restricted alternative set would run afoul of Fox and Katzir (2011)’s principle governing possible
restrictions on formal alternatives.

22 Why the conjunction cannot be used here is an interesting puzzle, though the proposed theory relies only on the fact
that the two sentences in (79) are ill-formed, not on a particular explanation of why this is the case. I suspect that
ultimately, the reason is to be found in certain restrictions on discourse relations across conjunction, as discussed by
Lascarides and Asher (1993); Asher and Vieu (2005); Txurruka (2003); Blakemore and Carston (2005). As observed
by these authors, and obeys certain restrictions on the relations between its conjuncts which are not part of the truth-
conditional meaning, including the inability to conjoin clauses A, B such that B states an explanation or cause for B.
As the reader can check, most, if not all, or else sentences are interpreted along these lines (see discussion in section
3.2.1)
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ALTor else will have consequences for the scalar implicatures of or else sentences, i.e., for LFs
like (81):

(81) exh [A orelse B]

Given the restricted alternatives, the set IE of alternatives which exh can negate in this LF will
be different, too. By assumption, the basic meaning of a sentence A or else B is (A ∨ B), so that
no alternatives can be innocently excluded, making simple exhaustification vacuous:

(82) Jexh [A orelse B]K = A ∨ B
ALTor else = {A, B}
A1 = {A}
A1 = {B}
IE = ∅

But as Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) have taught us, implicatures may also be computed on
the basis of already strengthened alternatives, which would mean that the strengthening process
wouldn’t necessarily stop with (82). In our framework, the formal equivalent to this insight is the
availability of structures in which exh is adjoined to clauses of the form [exh ϕ], i.e., structures
in which exh is adjoined recursively (see Fox, 2007). In these structures, the restricted alternative
set (72) will have a dramatic effect on the semantics:

(83) Jexh2 [exh1 [A orelse B]]K = A ∧ B

Let’s first convince ourselves that (83) is indeed the predicted meaning. The topmost operator
exh2 takes as argument the clause ϕ = exh1[A orelse B] which itself contains exh. The definition
of Jexh ϕK given in (63) is fully general, and can be applied to this case, too:

(84) Jexh2 [exh1 [A orelse B]]K = Jexh1[A orelse B]K & ∀α ∈ IE2 ∶ ¬α

To see what (84) amounts to, we need to identify the alternatives associated with exh2 and single
out those which can be innocently excluded given the prejacent [exh1 [A or else B]. Here I assume
that alternatives are defined by structural complexity, as argued for in Katzir (2007). Roughly, any
structure which can be derived from ϕ by deletion and lexical substitution of terminal nodes is
part of ALT(ϕ). Together with the assumption that the conjunctive alternative is missing, the
alternatives for exh2 in (84) will look like this:

(85) ALTexh1[A orelse B] = {exh [A orelse B], exh A, exh B, [A orelse B], A, B, . . . }

To see which of these alternatives can be innocently excluded, the denotation of exh2’s prejacent
is repeated from (82) above:

(86) Jexh1[A orelse B]K = A ∨ B (see (82))

Given this meaning, the topmost exh2 can exclude the following alternatives:23

(87) IE = {exh A, exh B} = {(A ∧¬B), (B ∧¬A)}

23 The notation in (86) no longer indicates whether B contains covert or overt else; here we already presuppose ALT to
be restricted to felicitous alternatives, i.e., exh B[proelse but not exh B[else].
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Together, then, the semantics is indeed as given above in (83):

(88) Jexh2 [exh1 [A orelse B]]K
= (A ∨ B) & ¬(A ∧¬B) & ¬(B ∧¬A)
= A ∧ B

As this illustrates, recursive exhaustification of disjunction will derive the observed conjunctive
truth-conditions of or else clauses — provided infelicitous alternatives are no longer active in this
implicature computation.24

Let us now check how this mechanism applies to other languages we have considered above.
Recall that not all can use the disjunctive connective:

(89) Ja
I

ne
not

bogat,
rich

inache
else

u
by

menja
me.DAT

byl
was

by
SUBJ

bolshoj
big

dom
house

‘I’m not rich, or else I would have a big house’

(90) #Ja
I

ne
not

bogat,
rich

ili
or

u
by

menja
me.DAT

byl
was

by
SUBJ

bolshoj
big

dom
house

Likewise for German, which was not discussed earlier:25

(91) Hans
Hans

muss
must

ziemlich
rather

reich
rich

sein,
be,

sonst
else

hätte
had.SUBJ

er
he

keinen
no

Porsche
Porsche

(German)

‘Hans must be quite rich, or else he wouldn’t own a Porsche’

(92) #Hans
Hans

muss
must

ziemlich
rather

reich
rich

sein,
be,

oder
or

er
he

hätte
had.SUBJ

keinen
no

Porsche
Porsche

Providing a semantics of or else sentences in languages like Russian and German, which juxta-
pose the two clauses, proves to be relatively trivial, assuming that a juxtaposition A; B is truth-
conditionally equivalent to the conjunction A and B. It reduces to accounting for the conditional

24 An anonymous reviewer points out that the availability of recursive exhaustification in embedded position would
predict that or else, just like Free Choice sentences, can receive a conjunctive interpretation in embedded positions.
This prediction is borne out:

(i) Every boy has to go to the gym or else he’ll get lazy again
LF: Every boy1 [exh exh [1 has to go to the gym] or [will else 1 get lazy again]]
↔ For all boys x: x has to go to the gym ∧ if x doesn’t go to the gym, x will get lazy again

However, as the reviewer points out, or else clauses are unacceptable in the restrictor of a universal quantifier:

(ii) # Every boy who has to go to the gym or else he’ll get lazy again loves hamburgers

I suspect that (ii) may not be due to a constraint on embedded exhaustification, as the problem persist in the following
telescoping construction :

(iii) a. Every student uses an iPad in class or he constantly checks his phone
b. # Every student who uses an iPad in class or he constantly checks his phone will get a D

In Keshet (2007)’s analysis of telescoping, (ii) and (iii-b) might be said to lack (existential) event quantification over
the disjunction, making it impossible for the universal quantifier to bind across it. Keshet himself argues that this event
quantification is brought about by (silent) discourse relation operators like BECAUSE or THEN, which as we see in
section 3.2.1, may also play a role in or else sentences. Apart from these speculative remarks, I have nothing to say
about this curious similarity.

25 I thank Bernhard Schwarz for reminding me of the German data.
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interpretation of the second clause. As stated above, the conditional interpretation of the second
clause and the conjunctive interpretation of the whole complex sentence are viewed as indepen-
dent under the current account; thus, extending it to these languages is possible without further
modifications.
Recall also that in languages like Italian, the disjunction cannot be used alone, but can be com-
bined with the else element:

(93) Luca
Luca

deve
must

essere
be

ricco,
rich,

(o)
or

altrimenti/senno
else

non
not

avrebbe
have.3SG.SUBJ

una
a

Porsche
Porsche

For languages which do allow the disjunction to be inserted, as in (93), the account given for En-
glish above can be extended straightforwardly. Crucially, the conjunctive alternative is infelicitous
here, too, as it is in all other languages I have checked:26

(94) #Luca
Luca

deve
must

essere
be

ricco,
rich,

e
and

(altrimenti/senno)
else

non
not

avrebbe
have.3SG.SUBJ

una
a

Porsche
Porsche

Thus, the alternative set will be the same restricted set {A, B} as for English and recursive ex-
haustification will have the same effect, namely, to yield a conjunctive interpretation.
In what follows, I will discuss the principles which drive exhaustification, including recursive
applications.

3.2.1 The Pragmatics of Exhaustification

Exhaustification is usually thought to be an optional process, i.e., scalar implicatures are assumed
to be optional rather than obligatory. Unless additional factors are discovered, or else sentences
should thus be able to have a disjunctive meaning. What would this meaning look like?

(95) Pronouns must be generated with an index or else they will be uninterpretable
= ∀w ∈ R: pronouns are generated with an index in w ∨ ∀w ∈ R s.t. pronouns are not
generated with an index in w: they are uninterpretable in w

This assertion will then be subject to pragmatic reasoning on the part of the hearer, who, trusting
that the speaker is being cooperative in the Gricean sense, will ask himself why the speaker did
not assert any of the available stronger, relevant alternatives. For a disjunction, these include of
course the individual disjuncts:

(96) ALT = {pronouns must be generated with an index, (if they are not generated with an
index) they will be uninterpretable}

Given the assumed semantic denotation in (95), both of these alternatives are stronger (always
assuming that the context, i.e., the domain of quantification for the modals, stays constant). Thus,
in familiar fashion, the speaker will derive the following uncertainty implicatures from the maxim
of Quantity-2 (given the assertion, these will entail true ignorance implicatures, though for what
follows it suffices to focus on uncertainty implicatures):

26 The cross-linguistic generality of this infelicity suggests that its reason lies indeed in the discourse relation between
the disjuncts, rather than syntactic issues, which would presumably be less stable cross-linguistically. See also fn. 22.
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(97) Pragmatic implicatures of (95)
↝ ¬B (pronouns must be generated with an index)
↝ ¬B (if they are not they will be uninterpretable)

In other words, if the or else sentence in (95) is not exhaustified (or exhaustified only once), it
will give rise to the implicatures that the speaker is not sure that pronouns must be generated with
an index, and that she is not sure that they will be uninterpretable if they are not generated that
way.
In the theory of scalar implicatures proposed in Fox (2007), the driving pragmatic force behind
(recursive) exhaustification are pragmatic implicatures which conflict with contextual assump-
tions about the speaker’s state of mind.27 The interplay between exhaustification and pragmatic
implicatures is thus expected to be context-sensitive. This, however, is not what we observe with
or else sentences: Given the data we have seen so far, these seem to always be exhaustified recur-
sively.28 Contrary to what the absence of context-dependence seems to suggest, I argue that Fox’s
(2007) conception of how pragmatic implicatures and exhaustification interact can be extended to
account for the seemingly invariable exhaustification of or else sentences after all.
Consider first the uncertainty implicature about the second disjunct, which has the following
schematic form:

(98) The speaker is not certain that if A, B

Recall that we followed the Lewis-Kratzer-Heim analysis of conditionals according to which If A,
B states that in all of the A-worlds which are accessible for the speaker, B is the case. Uncertainty
likewise is a statement about accessible worlds: ¬Bϕ states that not all worlds accessible for the
speaker in w are such that ϕ is true in them. Combining the two would thus result in a sort of
second-order claim about accessible worlds, as sketched below:

(99) ¬∀w′ ∈ R(w) ∶ ∀w′′ ∈ R(w′) ∶ A(w′′)→ B(w′′)

A commonly held assumption about the logic of belief is that the accessibility relation between
worlds is transitive. Corresponding to a transitive accessibility relation is Axiom 4, which in the
context of doxastic and epistemic logic is known as the principle of Positive Introspection:

(100) AXIOM 4 (a.k.a. Positive Introspection)
B(p)→ BB(p)

27 Fox’s theory assumes that alternatives used in the pragmatics are always symmetric, which means that uncertainty
implicatures of the form S is not certain that ψ (formally: ¬Bs(ϕ)), which are derived from the maxim of Quantity-2,
together with the assertion will entail ignorance implicatures of the form S is not certain that ψ and S is not certain
that ¬ψ (formally: ¬Bs(ϕ) ∧ ¬Bs(¬ϕ)). As we will see, uncertainty implicatures may be problematic even when not
strengthened into ignorance implicatures, and thus drive exhaustification.

28 As spelled out in the previous section, I account for the conjunctive reading of or else sentences by the same mechanism
that was proposed to account for standard Free Choice inferences in Fox (2007). Interestingly, the pervasiveness of
the conjunctive reading seen in or else sentences seems to have a (somewhat weaker) correspondent in standard Free
Choice sentences, e.g., John may have the cake or the ice-cream: Experimental findings from Chemla (2009b) and
Chemla and Bott (2014) suggest that the quasi-conjunctive Free Choice interpretation of these sentences is highly
preferred to their non-Free Choice interpretation (see fn. 5 for the term quasi-conjunctive). Thanks to an anonymous
reviewer for pointing out this similarity.
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This principle seems to correspond well to our every-day notion of what it means to believe some-
thing or be certain of it: If I’m certain that p, I’m certain that I’m certain of it. Put equivalently, if
I’m not certain that I’m certain that p, I cannot be certain that p.
Axiom 4 allows us to simplify the second-order claim in (99) to the following:

(101) ¬∀w′ ∈ R(w) ∶ ∀w′′ ∈ R(w′) ∶ A(w′′)→ B(w′′)
⊧ ¬∀w′ ∈ R(w) ∶ A(w′)→ B(w′)

Paraphrasing this in its equivalent existential form, this states that among the accessible worlds,
there is at least one A-world in which B is false. But this corresponds in turn to the belief-state
of a speaker who would reject the relevant conditional (cf. Gärdenfors, 1988; Yalcin, 2007 for
an alternative semantics of conditionals which captures this intuition). In other words, given the
principle of Positive Introspection, an uncertainty implicature about the conditional in the second
disjunct will entail that the speaker is in a state of mind to reject the second disjunct altogether.
This, in turn, violates an independent condition on the assertion of a disjunction P or Q, namely,
that both disjuncts need to be real possibilities for the speaker.29 It is usually assumed that this
requirement can be derived through the uncertainty implicatures: Together with the assertion,
they will entail ¬B(¬P) (= it’s possible that P) and ¬B(¬Q) (= it’s possible that Q). However,
as the above discussion illustrates, the requirement seems to be rooted deeper in the disjunctive
construction, as it persists even when it is no longer reducible to uncertainty implicatures, as
in the case of the second disjunct of or else sentences. It is conceivable that the requirement
arises as a Manner, rather than a Quantity-based implicature: If the speaker is in a state of mind
which rejects Q, her assertion of P or Q becomes equivalent to the shorter P, which she should
then have asserted instead. Recursive exhaustification, resulting in a conjunctive meaning and
the disappearance of the offending uncertainty implicature, is a way to circumvent this manner
violation.30

There is one missing step in the above argumentation. Positive Introspection was invoked to ac-
count for how the uncertainty implicature about the conditional amounts to a rejection of this
conditional. However, this seems to fall short of accounting for cases in which the conditional
in the second disjunct is not interpreted epistemically, but counterfactually (as is the case for our
prevalent John-the-Porsche-owner example). Within the restrictor-analysis of conditionals, coun-
terfactual and indicative conditionals are standardly assumed to differ precisely in that the latter,
but not the former are interpreted relative to a doxastic or epistemic accessibility relation (see
Stalnaker (1968); Kratzer (2012); von Fintel (2011) and references therein). But to see whether
or not the above reasoning carries over to the counterfactual cases, it suffices to check whether

29 That mismatching uncertainty implicatures might be driving a (standard) Free Choice effect in disjunction has already
been suggested by Kratzer, p.c. to Vainikka (1987)

30 An experimental finding from Johnson-Laird and Savary (1999) supports the view that interpreting conditionals in the
scope of disjunction is problematic for speakers. Subjects are given the premises (i) If A, then X or If B, then Y and
(ii) A. The overwhelming proportion of subjects conclude X from these premises. This suggests that subjects interpret
the disjunction of two conditionals conjunctively. If my hypothesis is on the right track, it would also offer a first
step towards an explanation for Johnson-Laird’s findings, though a complete discussion of these cases is beyond the
scope of this paper. Note that what is missing from the explanation is an account of why a conjunctive interpretation
is used as a rescue strategy; the crucial difference between the cases considered here is that the conjunctive alternative
is well-formed and apparently interpreted as synonymous with the disjunction of the conditional sentences. In this
respect, disjunctions of conditionals resemble disjunctions of certain modalized sentences, where the disjunctive and
conjunctive connective seem interchangeable: It might be here or/and it might be there (see Zimmermann, 2000;
Geurts, 2005). Note that Johnson-Laird’s experiment only contained epistemic conditionals; given the observation in
(109) below, subjects might do better in interpreting deontic conditionals embedded under disjunction.
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the corresponding conditionals behave in parallel to the epistemic cases in the crucial not certain-
embedding. As (102) illustrates, this seems to be the case (I use a past counterfactual simply to
avoid ambiguous paraphrases in (103) below):

(102) a. I’m not certain John will help me if I ask him
b. I’m not certain John would have helped me if I had asked him

Both versions amount to a rejection of the corresponding conditional. As observed by Lewis
(1973), a rejection of a conditional is most naturally expressed by a corresponding might-conditional.
Paraphrasing the sentences (102) as might-conditionals indeed results in intuitively equivalent
statements:

(103) a. John might not help me if I ask him
b. John might not have helped me if I had asked him

Thus, while it is beyond the scope of this paper to defend a comprehensive theory of counterfac-
tual conditionals, it seems to be a fact that they behave like indicative conditionals in the relevant
aspect. I therefore suggest that uncertainty implicatures about non-exhaustified (or vacuously ex-
haustified) sentences like (104) will again present the speaker as rejecting the second disjunct,
thereby violating a general (possibly Manner-related) requirement on disjunctions that both com-
ponent sentences be real options:

(104) (exh) [Mary had to leave early] or [else she would have missed the train]
↝ ¬B (Mary had to leave early)
↝ ¬B (If she had not left early she would have missed the train)

There is a second reason why the uncertainty implicatures of non-exhaustified and vacuously-
exhaustified or else sentences are problematic, having to do with the discourse function of the
whole construction. Typically, one disjunct is interpreted as cause or explanation of the other,
as illustrated below (cf. Lascarides and Asher, 1993; Asher and Vieu, 2005; Txurruka, 2003;
Blakemore and Carston, 2005 for a general discussion of discourse relations):

(105) Pronouns must be generated with an index BECAUSE if they aren’t, they will be uninter-
pretable

(106) John must be rich BECAUSE if he wasn’t, he wouldn’t drive a Porsche

The connective because is known to presuppose the truth of both clauses it connects (Kratzer
(1998)). However, the presupposition of the sentential connective because does not necessarily
carry over to the discourse relation BECAUSE. Thus, while it does not in any way follow from
the factivity of because, it is conceivable that the corresponding discourse relation BECAUSE

resembles the connective in pre-supposing (though not in the technical sense) the truth of its
arguments. Indeed it seems almost trivial that α can only be an explanation for why β is the
case (sic) if both hold. Thus, as the following contrast shows, the discourse relation seems to be
hard-wired into the or else construction to the extent that it cannot be cancelled anymore, which
distinguishes it from the inferred relation in the juxtaposed example:

(107) John must be rich. He drives a Porsche. . . . But that’s not why I think he must be rich
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(108) John must be rich or else he wouldn’t drive a Porsche. . . . # But that’s not why I think
he must be rich

Why there is such a tight connection between the observed discourse relation and or else sentences
remains an open question. Given that this is what we find, however, the proposed account in terms
of standard disjunction can accommodate this observation: Recursive exhaustification allows an
interpretation which is compatible with this discourse relation.
In closing this section, I would like to mention an open question regarding the first explanation of
what drives recursive exhaustification. While we have discussed both epistemic and counterfac-
tual conditionals and their behavior in not certain-embeddings, deontic conditionals (e.g. Kratzer,
2012) have not been discussed. As might be suspected, these do not pattern with indicative and
counterfactual conditionals with respect to uncertainty:

(109) I’m not certain that John must/should be punished if he cheats on the exam

There are two prominent readings here: Under one reading — most prominent in the must-version
— the speaker is uncertain what the rules are; under the second reading — most accessible in the
should-version — the speaker expresses that he doesn’t have a clear opinion on how to deal
with John. It is only under the second reading that the above equivalence to a rejection of the
conditional goes through. Thus, the above explanation as to why uncertainty implicatures drive
recursive exhaustification in or else sentences might not extend to cases in which there is a deontic
modal in the second disjunct:

(110) Mary has to finish her homework or else she cannot go play with her friends

Note that given (109), an uncertainty implicature about the second disjunct – that Mary cannot
go play if she didn’t finish her homework – is not problematic. Furthermore, it is unclear what
the discourse relation between the disjuncts is; neither seems to be presented as an explanation
for the other, at least not necessarily (there might be more important reasons why Mary has to
finish her homework). Thus, there should at least be the possibility of interpreting the sentence
disjunctively, but this interpretation is only marginally available.31

In section 4.1 I will present some data which show that examples like (110) can indeed be am-
biguous between a conjunctive and a disjunctive interpretation. For now, however, I will leave
(110) open, except to note that there is a tendency towards the predicted ambiguity.
In the next section, I will present some independent observations supporting the claim that infe-
licitous alternatives may be missing from (pragmatic or grammatical) competition, thus arguing
in favor of the pruned alternative sets in (72) and (85).

3.3 Missing Alternatives

As the preceding discussion has indicated, I assume the following principle:

31 It is easier to see this reading when there is a suitable context:

(i) Why is Mary so sad?
?She has to finish or homework or (else) she cannot go play with her friends
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(111) Assertability of Alternatives
ψ ∉ ALT(ϕ) if # ψ

A few words about the application of (111) to or else sentences are in order. In (77), we saw that
the formal alternatives of or else-disjunctions are given by the following set:

(112) ALTor else = {A, # B[else], B[proelse], # [A and B[else]], # [A and B[proelse]]}

As seen above, the Assertability constraint (111) predicts only the following subset of active
alternatives:32

(113) ALT✓
orelse = {A, B[proelse]}

As a pro-form, else depends on a contextually given antecedent for its interpretation, as we have
argued in section 2. In order for the alternatives containing overt or covert else to compete with
the asserted or else sentences, this antecedent needs to be the same across alternatives and iden-
tical to that in the assertion). For the infelicitous alternatives this is inessential, since they will
remain infelicitous no matter what the antecedent for else and thus become inactive by (111). For
the well-formed alternative B[proelse], however, the interpretation of covert else matters and we
need to make sure that the interpretation of the anaphor constant. The problem is of a more gen-
eral nature, since it extends to formal alternatives of sentences which contain expressions whose
values are likewise determined in context, like modals or pronouns, cf. It may f ,g be here or there
and John studied math or he1 studied physics. In all of these cases, the interpretation of expres-
sions like he, may and else needs to stay constant across alternatives and identical to that of the
asserted sentence. Here I will not attempt to provide a formal implementation, but simply note
the existence of such an independent requirement.33

32 A reviewer mentions examples like the following, for which (111) seems to make wrong predictions:

(i) ? Either he1 is busy or John1 isn’t really keen on pursuing this further

At first it seems like the only excludable alternative to (i) is infelicitous:

(ii) # He1 is busy and John1 isn’t really keen on pursuing this further

This would assimilate (i) to or else disjunctions, leading to the false prediction that it cannot have the scalar implicature
that John isn’t both busy and not keen, and the related false prediction that it could instead acquire a conjunctive
interpretation, just like or else disjunctions. However, generalizing the reasoning applied in section 3.2 to overt vs.
covert else and the resulting richer alternative set in (77), I assume that John1 and he1 are alternatives to each other,
which predicts (at least) the following set of alternatives for (i):

(iii) ALT((i)) = {#He1 is busy and John1 ϕ, ??John1 is busy and John1 ϕ, He1 is busy and he1 ϕ, John1 is busy and
he1 ϕ}

The additional alternatives are semantically equivalent to (ii); their only effect is rather that of adding felicitous struc-
tures to the full set of alternatives. Given the presence of the felicitous alternatives in (iii), both the potential scalar
implicature for (i) and the fact that it cannot get a conjunctive interpretation can be accounted for.

33 A potential objection about this requirement comes from presupposition projection in disjunction, where the local
context for the interpretation of presuppositional expressions of the second disjunct is never identical to the context
for the interpretation of the whole disjunction (see Schlenker, 2009 and references therein). However, while ‘context’
in this case refers to a set of worlds, e.g., Stalnaker’s context set, the above requirement merely requires continuity
of variable assignments. If we assume that variable assignments can be treated independently of local context in this
sense, the two requirements don’t conflict with each other.
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But the Assertability condition in (111) is formulated without specific reference to or else sen-
tences, and it should indeed be thought of as a more general principle. As it stands, however, its
precise scope is not clearly defined. This depends on whetherALT is thought to refer only to com-
petitors active in implicature calculation (what is commonly referred to as scalar alternatives), or
to apply more generally to cases of grammatical competition (cf. Katzir, 2008).
Evidence that (111) may be part of a more general well-formedness condition on competitors
comes from independent phenomena for which it is unclear whether an account in terms of scalar
implicature is tenable. Since it is beyond the scope of this paper to offer a formal analysis of these
cases, I will confine myself to pointing out their similarity to the case of missing alternatives in
or else sentences.
The first relevant case comes from the so-called present perfect puzzle (e.g. Klein, 1992). As is
well-known, the English present perfect is normally interpreted as referring to a time span which
does not completely lie in the past:

(114) Mary has arrived
⇒ non-past

This non-past interpretation of the present perfect becomes apparent in combination with past-
time adverbials, which leads to infelicity:

(115) # Mary has arrived yesterday

A wide-spread idea is that the present perfect competes with the past, which is semantically
stronger, resulting in a strengthened meaning for the present perfect (e.g. Stump, 1985; Pancheva
and von Stechow, 2004). Whereas Stump thinks of this competition and resulting strengthening
process explicitly in terms of implicature (based on the maxim of Manner), Pancheva & von Ste-
chow link the process to the Subset Principle suggested for certain processes in morpho-syntax
(Halle, 1997), though they conjecture that an account in terms of local (Quantity-based) implica-
ture might also be tenable. Others agree that competition between the past and the present perfect
is what lies at the core of (115), though there is still no consensus on how to best formalize this the-
oretical intuition (see Portner, 2011 for an overview). To illustrate the relation to the Assertability
condition above, consider Pancheva and von Stechow (2004)’s account.
In a nutshell, they claim that the present perfect has a weak semantic meaning, locating a time
interval anywhere in the time span between the past and the present. By competition with the
stronger past and present, this weak meaning is then strengthened so as to exclude the meaning of
the competitors. The resulting strengthened meaning is the familiar English present perfect, iden-
tifying a time interval which started in the past and, crucially, also overlaps with the present.34It
is this strengthened meaning derived through competition with past and present that explains the
oddness of (115).
Interestingly, this strengthening seems unavailable in environments in which the past tense is
ungrammatical. This is the case in non-finite contexts:

34 It seems to me that the observed strengthening (as seen in (114)) cannot straightforwardly be derived in terms of
Distributed Morphology or Halle’s Subset Principle. A missing ingredient is the question as to how the non-past
inference is derived. Typically, competitors that are ruled out via the Subset Principle do not give rise to the inference
that the alternative containing them is false, in contrast to pragmatic principles like Grice’s maxims of Quality, which
do allow this inference. However, as pointed out by P&vS, a global, pragmatic mechanism cannot derive the observed
strengthening either. They therefore leave open the precise mechanism which would derive the relevant strengthening
inference.
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(116) a. *Mary must [+FIN arrived]
b. Mary must [−FIN have arrived]

In this environment, competition with the stronger past is suspended and the strengthening into
non-past is no longer observed. As predicted, combination with past-time adverbials becomes
possible:

(117) Mary must have arrived yesterday
⇏ non-past

Given the obvious deictic semantics of yesterday, the availability of (117) is contingent on the
fact that the present perfect is no longer strengthened into a non-past. The present perfect in (117)
has thus become equivalent to its unavailable past tense competitor.
The unavailability of infelicitous alternatives likewise plays a central role in the pragmatics of
plural morphology in German and the subjunctive-imperative distinction in French. For these
two phenomena it has been argued by Sauerland et al. (2005) and Schlenker (2005), respectively,
that the semantically weaker element (viz., the plural and the subjunctive) can receive a strong
interpretation as singular or imperative in contexts in which their stronger competitor (viz., the
singular and the imperative) are unassertable due to independent constraints.
The exact mechanism underlying these phenomena remains an open question, as does the possibil-
ity of unifying this mechanism with the theory of implicature (cf. Sauerland, 2008 for discussion).
Importantly, the principle of Assertability in (111) seems to be present in all of them: An element
W with a weak meaning is competing with a stronger element S, which normally leads to prag-
matic strengthening of W into W&¬S. In some environments, however, S is infelicitous. It is
precisely in these environments that W is no longer strengthened.
The validity of a principle like (111) for implicature has been disputed in Schlenker (2008).35

Schlenker claims that the bare plural in existential sentences can give rise to the inference that the
corresponding alternative with a universally quantified NP is false:

(118) There were beers in the fridge
↝ Not all beers were in the fridge

Specifically, he assumes that this is an implicature which arises through negation of an ungram-
matical scalar alternative:

35 Likewise, an anonymous reviewer asks whether indirect scalar implicatures make it necessary to admit un-assertable
elements into ALT. The example and its implicature are given in (i) (ignoring plural vs. singular marking for now):

(i) John didn’t read every book I wrote
↝ John read some books I wrote
ALT ?= {*John didn’t read some books I wrote, . . .}

The worry is that in order to derive (i), the ungrammatical alternative shown above might have to be admitted, thereby
contradicting (111) (note that the sentence is only ungrammatical under the relevant ¬≫ ∃ reading).
However, this is not needed to derive the observed implicature: Substituting any for every is licensed under Katzir’s
general algorithm for deriving ALT and will yield the correct result:

(ii) ¬(John didn’t read any books I wrote) = John read some books I wrote

As far as I can see, since any and some are semantically equivalent but roughly in complimentary distribution, this
assumption will not lead to problems elsewhere.
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(119) # There were all beers in the fridge

If this were right, it would pose a problem for the principle of Assertability in (111). However, in
what follows I argue that the inference in question does not arise.
To derive an inference like (118), it is necessary to assume that the bare plural zero determiner
competes with the quantificational determiner:

(120) ALT(There were ∅ beers in the fridge) = {*There were all beers in the fridge, . . . }

If this competition is possible even when the universal alternative is ungrammatical, a fortiori it
should arise in contexts in which the stronger alternative is felicitous. This, however, is not what
we find:

(121) John ate cookies
↝̸ John didn’t eat all (of the) cookies

(121) doesn’t seem to implicate (or otherwise suggest) anything about the proportion of cook-
ies which John consumed; the expected inference doesn’t arise. To see this more clearly, note
that standard anti-universal implicatures allow reference to the excluded set, as in the following
example:

(122) John ate some (of the) cookies. The rest he fed to the dog

But this simple diagnostic fails in the case of bare plurals:

(123) a. John ate cookies. # The rest he fed to the dog
b. There were beers in the fridge. # The rest were in the ice-bucket

A better test case for Schlenker’s general point about the availability of infelicitous alternatives
would thus appear to be cases involving some, which has been established to give rise to an anti-
universal implicature (see (122)). But by the same diagnostic as in (123), again we find that the
implicature expected if the ungrammatical universal alternative were active, does not in fact arise:

(124) There are some beers in the fridge. #/??The rest are in the ice bucket36

In general, the context of existential sentences, where indeed the stronger alternative all is un-
grammatical, falls short of providing evidence for the availability of infelicitous alternatives. The
problem is that only cardinal uses of some are acceptable in existential clauses to begin with
(Milsark, 1977), as illustrated by the following contrast:

36 Though still marked, some speakers seem to prefer this to the examples in (123). I suspect that what’s going on is this:
First, as stated below, some in existential sentences is only grammatical under its cardinal reading, cf. # There are some
of the beers in the fridge. Under this reading, the sentence states that the cardinality of the set of beers in the fridge
equals n, a number which is in part contextually determined (e.g., a number which in the given context would not
count as very high; see Partee, 1989). For standard fridges, this would be anything between 3 and 20 beers. Assume
that the utterance context of (124) is a party taking place in a private house. Here, the expected total number of beers
available will probably be somewhere between 30-80. Therefore, that there must be beers outside the fridge, to which
the rest will then refer, follows from the semantic meaning of (124) and contextual assumptions. As predicted by this
hypothesis, examples in which there is no such expected value are worse:

(i) There are some mistakes on the first page. # The rest are at the end
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(125) a. There are some cookies in the jar
b. * There are some of the cookies in the jar

But the semantics of a cardinal, as opposed to a proportional some is such that pragmatic compe-
tition with the invariably proportional universal quantifier will not arise in the first place (Partee,
1989):

(126) JMary drank some beersK↔
∣ beers (X) ∩ Mary drank X∣ > n (n determined by context)

(127) JMary drank all of the beersK↔
∣ beers (X) ∩ Mary drank X∣ / ∣ beers ∣ = 1

Suppose that the contextually given n for the interpretation of cardinal some is 4 in the given
context. If there were 3 beers and Mary drank them all, the universal sentence in (127) will be
true, but the sentence with cardinal some as in (126) will be false. Cardinal some, in other words,
is not entailed by proportional all (neither are cardinal uses of few or many). Since it is only
cardinal some which is licensed in existential sentences (see (125)), the crucial implicature about
the infelicitous universal alternative There are all cookies in the jar is not expected to arise on
independent grounds. In sum, Schlenker’s suspicion that infelicitous alternatives may be active
in existential sentences, thus contradicting the proposed assertability condition on alternatives,
could not be confirmed.

4 O P E N I S S U E S A N D A LT E R NAT I V E P RO P O S A L S

4.1 Relation to Standard Disjunction

Though this paper focused on or else constructions of the form given in (15), in this section I
will briefly discuss how the analysis offered can deal with sentences like (128-a), in which the
disjunctive connective seems to have its standard, disjunctive interpretation:

(128) a. ?? Mary had a glass of wine or else a beer
b. Mary had a glass of wine or a beer

I should start by noting that (128-a) is not accepted by all speakers, on the grounds that, as one
speaker remarked, it makes no sense to have ‘else’ here.37 This contrast between (128-a) and
(128-b) goes back to the else-effect observed by Schwager (2005) and mentioned in section 2:
Disjunctions containing else convey that the first disjunct is somehow primary when compared to
the second. In cases like (128-a), however, it is hard to construe an asymmetry of this kind. This
becomes easier with examples in which the second disjunct is more readily interpreted as ‘Plan
B’:

(129) We deliver the couch directly to your home or else we store it until you pick it up

37 I consulted five native speakers of US-American English, asking them to rate truly disjunctive or else-sentences as in
(128-a), using several different examples in addition to (128-a) (including (25-a) from 2). While three of them accepted
these readings even though they perceived a slight difference in meaning vis-à-vis the version without else, two others
rejected else.
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If else really is a propositional anaphor, it is hard to see what its contribution would be in (128-a)
or (129), as there is no modal it can restrict. There are two ways to respond to these examples
then. The first is to take it as evidence that else is indeed vacuous, which would account straight-
forwardly for the seemingly disjunctive interpretation. The contrast between (128-a) and (128-b),
however, would be lost under such an analysis, and the else-effect would remain mysterious.
I would therefore like to consider another hypothesis. Suppose else has the same meaning as
always. Taking inspiration from Kratzer (1986, 2012), if there is no overt operator else can restrict,
we might simply assume a covert one for cases like (128-a). In fact, the alternative hypothesis
I would like to consider for (129) and (128-a) goes one step further in assuming the following
structure:

(130) [Op [Mary had a glass of wine]k] or [Opelsek
she had a beer]

In both disjuncts, Op is a universal doxastic operator. If not exhaustified, or exhaustified only
once, this structure will give rise to uncertainty implicatures about both disjuncts, which in turn
will give rise to the same problems outlined in section 3.2.1, given that Op is interpreted relative to
the speaker’s doxastic options. Thus, (130) will in fact be interpreted just like or else considered
before:

(131) exh [exh [Op [Mary had a glass of wine]k] or [Op elsek she had a beer
= In all accessible worlds Mary had a glass of wine ∧ In all accessible worlds in which
she didn’t have a glass of wine, she had a beer

There is an obvious problem with this interpretation. If the first disjunct is true, it means that there
are no accessible worlds in which Mary didn’t have a glass of wine. Depending on whether we
interpret Op as carrying the presupposition that its domain be non-empty, (131) should either be
trivially true or give rise to a presupposition failure, contrary to fact.
The problem has been noted before (e.g. Geurts, 2005) and can be fixed, for example by adding
an ordering of accessible worlds to the interpretation of Op, like Kratzer’s ordering source. By
default, then, the first modal will be interpreted relative to the closest accessible worlds, while
the restrictor of the second disjunct will make it necessary to widen the domain of quantification,
considering the more remote worlds in which the first disjunct (or the antecedent of else in the
given example) is false. This, in essence, is the idea pursued in Geurts (2005). Though this seems
to be a relatively natural assumption about the interpretation of modals and how it evolves during
discourse (‘Choose the closest worlds unless a restrictor forces you to go farther’), it might still
have to be implemented in the form of a stipulation, as in Geurts’ proposal. Presupposing that
this is how the modals are interpreted in (131), then, the predicted meaning for (128-a) is the
following:

(132) In all closest accessible worlds, Mary had a glass of wine ∧ In all accessible worlds
where she didn’t, she had a beer

This analysis accounts for the else-effect in that it hard-wires the more remote construal of the
second disjunct in (128-a) and (129) into the semantics of the construction. In sum, what looks
like a standard disjunction containing else in fact differs from else-less counterparts. Above I
sketched an analysis which accounts for this difference and assimilates these cases to other or
else sentences.
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In closing the discussion of (128), I would like to come back to those speakers for whom both
variants are equivalent, i.e., for those who do not perceive any else-effect. Above I hypothesized
that this could be derived if else were vacuous after all. Given the arguments presented in section
2, however, I think this is an unsatisfying answer. Interestingly, the following example seems to
pose a similar puzzle:

(133) Where is John?
He is at the pool or, if it’s raining, at the gym

The second disjunct contains an indicative conditional. Following Kratzer’s analysis of condition-
als, as before, (133) would have the following LF and truth conditions:

(134) [He is at the pool] or [Opraining he is at the gym]
↔ He is at the pool ∨ In all accessible worlds where it’s raining: He is at the gym

As Dorr and Hawthorne (2013) point out, while this is arguably correct as far as truth conditions
are concerned, once we factor in the predicted uncertainty implicatures, (134) becomes problem-
atic: Assertion of this sentences does not implicate that the speaker is not certain that John is at
the gym if it is raining. Rather, what is implicated is that the speaker is not certain that John is at
the gym:

(135) He is at the pool or, if it’s raining, at the gym
↝̸ ¬ B (If it is raining he is at the gym)
↝ ¬ B (He is at the gym)

In other words, it seems that the clause if it’s raining (including the covert modal it is thought to
restrict) is vacuous as far as computation of the relevant implicature is concerned. In this respect,
it is parallel to else in disjunctions like (128-a) for those speakers who perceive both versions
as equivalent. Given the observation in (135), then, while it seems conceivable at first that else
is semantically vacuous, assuming whole if-clauses to be vacuous is less plausible. The parallel
therefore warrants an attempt to explain the behavior of if-clauses and else in disjunctions like
(133) and (128-a) on a par.
Though a full analysis will have to wait for another occasion, the intuition about the uncertainty
implicatures we started out with in (135) seems clear. I suggest that what looks like an embedded
conditional in (135) is in fact a kind of parenthetical if-clause, which behaves just like else for
the speakers for whom both sentences in (128) are equivalent. Assuming that the truth-conditions
are really given by (134), what makes these elements parenthetical is the fact that they do not
enter into implicature computation. Their role inside disjunction seems rather to partly specify
how the speaker’s doxastic alternatives are structured: Though there are both pool-worlds and
gym-worlds, making it impossible for the speaker to assert a stronger sentence, the parenthetical
if-clause in (135) adds the information that among these two kinds of worlds, it is the rain-worlds
in which John is at the gym.
This parenthetical behavior of certain antecedents inside disjunction has consequences for Dorr
& Hawthorne’s criticism, which would extend to the analysis in (134): One of their objections is
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precisely that, while the truth conditions predicted in (134) are correct, the observed implicatures
do not include all parts of the second disjunct.38

What else distinguishes parenthetical from non-parenthetical uses is an obvious question to ask, as
is the question as to when these kind of parenthetical uses are licensed. Though I will leave these
questions for future research, I should note that both else in (128-a) and the if-clause in (135) carry
prosodic features typical of parentheticals: They are separated by intonational breaks and can be
marked by a (high H%) boundary tone (see Bolinger, 1989; Dehé and Kavalova, 2007). This is
not observed in or else sentences, in which else is not (and presumably, can not be) separated
from the rest of the second disjunct by intonational breaks. There are in fact examples which
seem to be ambiguous between a conjunctive and a disjunctive, ’parenthetical’ reading, and as far
as I have been able to check, prosodic cues can help disambiguate (again it should be noted that
the disjunctive reading in (136-a) is not accepted by all speakers, in parallel to (128-a)):

(136) a. ?? John has to write a term paper or elseH% ∣∣ he has to give three presentations
b. John has to write a term paper or else he has to give three presentations

In (136-a), the speaker is uncertain about John’s obligations; in (136-b), on the other hand, the
obligations are such that he has to write the term paper, but there is a plan B in case he doesn’t:
to give three presentations. Under the latter reading it would be analyzed as an or else sentence,
analyzed in parallel to (134) above.
The disjunctive reading in (136-a) – apart from the presence of the (deontic) modal operators –
is parallel to (134), except that here, else is restricting the overt operator. The implicatures also
correspond to what we observed earlier:

(137) ◻ (John writes a term paper) ∨ ◻¬(paper) (He has to give 3 presentations)
↝̸ ¬ B (◻¬(paper) (He has to give 3 presentations))
↝ ¬ B (◻ (He has to give 3 presentations))

Though the comparison to standard disjunction warrants more extensive analysis, I will confine
myself to these brief remarks, which are meant to illustrate some of the crucial data, give an idea
of how an in-depth analysis might look like, and point out potential challenges.

4.2 Klinedinst and Rothschild 2012

The behavior of disjunction discussed in this paper pertains to two main theoretical questions:

1. Narrow Question(s)
For each instance of a seemingly non-standard interpretation of a given connective, can
we account for this interpretation with available semantic and pragmatic machinery?

2. Broad Question
Does the sum of interpretive differences of non-standard vs. standard uses of connectives

38 An alternative conclusion to draw from the observation in (135) would be that the parenthetical status extends even to
the truth-conditions. However, the intuition seems to be that the sentence is judged false if John is at the gym when it’s
not raining. But this intuition could probably still be accommodated by saying that the sentence is misleading, rather
than strictly false in this case. In any event, truth-value judgment tasks like these need to be taken with a grain of salt
in the case of disjunction, seeing as a disjunction is only pragmatically acceptable in the absence of a fully resolved
issue.
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warrant (or force) a departure from the view that disjunction and conjunction unambigu-
ously denote Boolean operators?

As I see it, each of the narrow questions is in itself independent of the broad question. We
may be able to account for or else sentences without additional assumptions, as I hope to have
shown, but broader theoretical considerations might lead us to ultimately reject such an account.
The independence of the two questions can be illustrated by Klinedinst and Rothschild (2012)’s
proposal. While they do not show conclusively that or else sentences cannot be accounted for
with standard machinery, they depart from a standard semantics for or partly on independent
grounds, namely, the theoretical goal of unifying several non-standard uses of both disjunction
and conjunction. Although it seems intuitive to think that non-standard behaviors of connectives
have a common source, this is still an open empirical and theoretical question (cf. Culicover and
Jackendoff, 1997; Schwager, 2005; von Fintel and Iatridou, 2009 for related phenomena relating
to this question).
Within the broader theoretical context defined by the two questions above, the contribution of
the present paper is rather modest, in that it answers one of the narrow questions but does not
directly address the broader question. It shows that one of K&R’s starting assumptions is wrong:
The seemingly non-truth functional use of disjunction in or else sentences can be accounted for
on the basis of a standard semantics and independently needed pragmatic mechanisms. This
does not settle the issue of whether seemingly non-standard uses of connectives in general should
be accounted for by a non-standard semantics. In contrast to the present paper, K&R directly
address this broader question. A comparison between the two accounts therefore runs the risk
of committing a category mistake. Trying to avoid this mistake, in what follows I will briefly
compare my account to K&R’s with respect to the narrow question only – How to derive the
interpretation of or else sentences?
In a nutshell, K&R’s proposal contains two essential ingredients. First, the dissociation of two
assumed meaning components of or: Its standard truth-function on the one hand, and its ’dynamic
effect’ on the other. Second, the claim that both components may appear independently of each
other, which in particular entails that A or B may be truth-functionally empty. Importantly, while
the truth-conditional component is not present in all uses of or, the dynamic component is com-
mon to all its occurrences. K&R hypothesize that this dynamic component is exemplified in the
presupposition projection behavior of disjunction:

(138) Either France doesn’t have a king or the king of France is in hiding

As mentioned earlier (section 2, example (17)), presuppositions of the second disjunct which are
entailed by the negation of the first disjunct are not projected up to the matrix level: While the
second disjunct of (138) presupposes that France has a king, the disjunction as a whole does not
inherit this presupposition.
The same effect appears to be at work in the interpretation of embedded epistemic modals in
disjunction. Thus, the epistemic modal in the second disjunct seems to be interpreted again rel-
ative to the negation of the first disjunct (cf. Dever, 2009 and Dorr and Hawthorne, 2013 for an
alternative proposal):

(139) The keys are in the drawer or they must be in your bag
If they are not in the drawer they must be in your bag
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To implement this dynamic component formally, K&R employ a contextualist semantics in which,
in addition to a world parameter w and a context parameter c, semantic values are relativized to
an epistemic state parameter s: JϕKc,w,s (Stephenson, 2007; Yalcin, 2007). This parameter can be
thought of as the context set of a subject x: for all w ∈W ∶ w ∈ s iff w could be the actual world
for all x believes (or knows) in w. The innovation here is that s is directly affecting the semantic
value of certain linguistic expressions like epistemic modal operators.
In K&R’s theory, the dynamic effect of disjunction is to relativize the parameter s to the negation
of the first disjunct, as shown below (Klinedinst and Rothschild, 2012, 14):

(140) JA or B Kw,s = 1 iff JAKw,s = 1 ∨ JBKw,s¬A = 1

Since only certain expressions are sensitive to the parameter s, there won’t be any visible dynamic
effect in simple disjunctions like The cat is on the mat or it’s on the roof. In or else sentences, on
the other hand, the second disjunct contains an overt modal which will be sensitive to s (Yalcin,
2007):

(141) a. J◇ϕKs,w = 1 iff ∃w′ ∈ s s.t. JϕKs,w′ = 1
b. J◻ϕKs,w = 1 iff ∀w′ ∈ s: JϕKs,w′ = 1

Let us see where this leaves us with or else sentences. I have to run or else I would help you comes
to be roughly equivalent to I have to run or If I didn’t have to run I would help you. The dynamic
component is thus used to account for the conditional interpretation of the second disjunct.
What about the conjunctive interpretation? To derive this hallmark of or else sentences, the second
central ingredient of K&R’s account is needed: That or might be completely deprived of its truth-
functional component. This may have two different consequences. First, if the disjunction in A or
B is empty, one might assume that the complex sentence will be equivalent to a juxtaposition of A
and B, which in turn is tantamount to successive assertion. The conjunctive interpretation would
thus fall out as a side-effect, as it were, from the (optional) vacuity of or. K&R’s proposal, as I
understand it, is a different one: They introduce a general principle governing the truth-functional
impact of connectives:

(142) Any clause may be entailed unless the meaning of some operator prevents it
(Klinedinst and Rothschild, 2012, p.17)

While it doesn’t force it, this principle licenses conjunctive interpretations not just under the truth-
functionally empty uses of or, but under any use, given that logical ∨ is consistent with the truth
of both disjuncts. A powerful principle, (142) makes or and and almost interchangeable with
respect to their truth-functional component, and instead turns their dynamic components into the
main point of difference.
Given the dynamic effect of disjunction, the optional vacuity of or, and the principle in (142),
what we arrived at is a system which predicts at least these two meanings:39

(143) Standard DisjunctionJA or B Kw,s = 1 iff JAKw,s = 1 ∨ JBKw,s¬A = 1

39 The third predicted meaning is one under which only the dynamic effect is active; since K&R contemplate that this is
close in meaning to standard disjunction, I will ignore it here.
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(144) Double Entailment Disjunction (as in or else sentences)JA or B Kw,s = 1 iff JAKw,s = 1 ∧ JBKw,s¬A = 1

The ‘double entailment’ meaning of disjunction is essentially how K&R derive the interpretation
of or else sentences. As stated earlier, it is important to keep in mind the broader context of
K&R’s proposal. The claim that the truth-conditional component of or is optional seems less
ad hoc when considered next to uses of and which likewise appear to be deprived of their truth-
conditional component (example from Culicover and Jackendoff, 1997):

(145) You drink one more can of beer and I’m leaving
≠ You drink one more can of beer ∧ I’m leaving

As K&R discuss in some detail, the best way to view the two meanings of disjunction in (143) and
(144) is to assume a lexical ambiguity between the two. In this, their account differs from the one
defended here: While both have to assume ambiguity at some level, my account derives both stan-
dard and or else sentences on the basis of one lexical entry, while the different interpretations fall
out of a structural ambiguity between different LFs.40 Given this commonality between the two
accounts, a question that both have to answer is why standard and double entailment disjunction
appear to be in complimentary distribution (though see discussion of (136) in previous section).
I have offered a possible perspective on this: As discussed in section 3.2.1, given the conditional
interpretation of the second disjunct and, in many cases, the presence of an epistemic modal in the
first disjunct, and finally, the typical discourse relation between the two disjuncts, the uncertainty
implicatures of a truly disjunctive interpretation would be problematic. As far as I can tell, this
explanation would carry over to K&R’s alternative analysis.
I would like to point out one further aspect relevant to a comparison. As it stands, the principle in
(142) would allow the following interpretation:

(146) John ate the cake or the ice cream
!= John ate the cake & John ate the ice cream

To prevent this, K&R would presumably have to resort to pragmatic competition with the con-
junctive alternative, i.e., to invoke the scalar implicature that John didn’t have both cake and ice
cream. Details aside41, this immediately raises the question as to why the same blocking effect
of scalar implicature is notoriously absent from or else sentences. At this point, then, K&R’s
account might again have to be supplemented with a proposal made here, namely, the suggested
principe of Assertability in (111). Thus, while double entailment or is ruled out in (146) because
of competition with and, the Assertability principle in (111) would allow this choice for or else
sentences because there is no longer any competition.
A crucial argument in comparing the two analyses comes however from Free Choice sentences:

(147) You may have the cake or the ice cream
= You may have the cake ∧ You may have the ice cream

As K&R point out, the conjunctive interpretation of disjunction in these cases is an obvious paral-
lel to or else sentences. However, they conclude that regular Free Choice as in (147) needs to be

40 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for stressing this point.
41 Most importantly, the necessary architecture granting this kind of precedence of (scalar) implicatures over the choice

of standard vs. double entailment or
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accounted for independently, for example within the framework of Fox (2007) (see their section
6.5). But if an independent mechanism for Free Choice is needed anyway, and if, as I have ar-
gued, this mechanism can account for or else sentences, they can no longer be counted among the
empirical phenomena which necessitate a non-standard semantics, like K&R’s lexical ambiguity
account. As stated earlier, this narrow finding alone does not settle the broader question whether
a non-standard semantics is needed elsewhere (for example, for subordinating conjunctions as in
(145)). Given the results from the present paper, it is therefore possible to subscribe to K&R’s
general theory of connectives while excluding or else sentences – just like regular Free Choice
sentences – from the empirical scope of this theory.
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